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Candidate’s Statement

The field of TESOL is quite broad, so there are many issues that TESOL International Association addresses. As a long-time professional in the field, I consider one of the most important the issue of respect: respect for English language learners, teachers, researchers, and the profession overall. English language learners need to be valued as multilingual, multiculturally competent contributors to the increasingly global societies in which they live. Their teachers should be valued as professionals who build local and global competence in their students, helping to bring the world into their communities. Researchers give us valuable perspectives and information to use in defining directions and promoting data-based decision-making by teachers, administrators, and governments. As a profession, TESOL is often undervalued by those who feel that anyone who can speak English can teach it. Those who feel that multiculturalism is a buzzword, not a life skill, may also see little value in our profession.

Advocacy is one of the strategic goals of the Association now. If elected as TESOL President, I would consider advocacy for learners, teachers, researchers, and the profession a priority. We need to make the importance of the work we do more visible and relevant to a broad audience. We should continue our work to enhance professional development of English language teachers and language program administrators, since they are prominent representatives of the TESOL profession and can do the most to help English language learners. We should continue to develop the TESOL research agenda. The Association can take advantage of its position as the largest international association in the field to organize and make available resources for professional development, research, and advocacy, including connecting us to each other, helping us teach and learn from each other, and giving us tools to promote respect for each other and our field.